
Optimize cash flow

The Atos Reimbursement Maximizer alleviates 
clients from the burdensome task of loading, 
managing and maintaining payer contracts for 
accuracy. It can monitor payer compliance with 
contract terms and rates. The tool automatically 
compares reimbursements to each payer’s 
contracted rates. The Reimbursement Maximizer 
can also negotiate better contracts and ensures 
you are always working with the latest payer 
contracts, configured to manage your services 
and reimbursements.

Atos Reimbursement Maximizer delivers expert 
contract modeling and remittance data to 
identify and work underpayments (including 
denials and partial denials). It allows automation 
of manual processes up to 80%. Our tool can 
predict payment on claims before they are 
paid and anticipate contractual write-offs and 
identify payment variances. Maximizer tool can 
also verify every claim was paid correctly and 
analyzes paid claims line-by-line.

Reimbursement 
Maximizer
Maximizing collections
Healthcare providers are plagued with many financial issues in this ever-
changing healthcare environment. Atos reimbursement maximizer improves 
fiscal health through affordable and unmatched technology. We offer industry 
leading revenue cycle solutions to ensure full and accurate payment.
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Increased recoveries

Atos Reimbursement Maximizer helps in 
maximizing collections through state-of-the-art 
technology. Some of its key features are:

•	 Intellectually intuitive
•	 Robust contract modeling and reimbursement   
 calculator

Atos Reimbursement Maximizer offers increased 
productivity, efficiency, and profitability.

•	 Cloud-based architecture, requires no   
 hardware
•	 Streamline key processes to increase business  
 office productivity
•	 Better allocation of resources
•	 Timely follow-up on underpayments and  
 denials
•	 Reduce AR days

•	 Designed with the end-user in mind
•	 Real time reporting functions for decision   
 makers
•	 Easy interface with current patient accounting  
 systems
•	 Ensures full and accurate payments

•	 Increase cash collections
•	 Contract modeling expertise
•	 Robust and dedicated support
•	 Highly scalable and security rich
•	 Utilizing Amazon Web Services
•	 Redundant East coast/West coast back-up
•	 HITECH and HIPAA compliant and certified
•	 Reduced set up and implementation time
•	 No database administration requirements
•	 No complex server configurations
•	 Latest technology advances 

•	 Prevents claims from *falling through the  
 cracks*
•	 Customizable dashboard

Key features

Key advantages


